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As you let the clutch out and begin to roll away, you realize the trucks engine an original
Y-block probably runs as quiet now as it did when it rolled off the line. The steadiness of the
engine as it takes you where you want encourages you to drive it. Just a couple of minor things
you want to take care of. Now go wax her up and take her out to cruise night! Ford also added
an optional automatic transmission for the F in The F was notable for its wraparound windshield
and its vertical windshield pillars. A prominent wraparound rear window was also available as
an option on the F custom cab. Assembly of the F took place primarily in Dearborn, Michigan.
Ford also produced approximately , models of the F in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The second generation
of the F ran from through Ford launched its tradition of offering two distinct pickup body styles
in this generation of production. The traditional Stepside design featured separate rear fenders.
The newly introduced Styleside design featured smooth sides and a more streamlined
appearance. Starting in , Ford began manufacturing their own four wheel drives. Prior to this
new development, outside manufacturers such as Marmon-Herrington and American-Coleman
converted conventional Ford pickup trucks to four-wheel drive. This generation of the vehicles
also marked an increase in popularity of the optional eight-foot bed. The traditional length of the
bed was six and a half feet. The eight-foot bed eventually eclipsed its smaller counterpart in
popularity among F drivers. Assembly continued to take place at the Ford plant in Dearborn,
Michigan. The next major design change in the F arrived with the third generation of vehicles in
This generation of the Ford F Series ran from through The new pickups were lower to the
ground and wider than earlier models. This generation ran from and also marked the debut of
unibody trucks, which merged the box and cab into one body. Ford discontinued the unibody
design in after it fared poorly in the marketplace. From through , Ford continued to use lettering
in the grill then, revised the appearance of the grille for the F Series pickups. Ford introduced
the Ranger trim line in The new designation by Ford referred to a line of F parts options that
included an optional console, bucket seats and carpeting. Ford shifted some of its assembly
during this period to a plant in Cuautitlan, Mexico. The fourth generation which ran from
through , was marked by trucks with a more angular appearance, sharper design lines and
bigger cabs. Ford engineers continued their focus on pickups that offered a degree of comfort
that was comparable to a car. Improved suspension parts, plusher seats and attractive chrome
parts appeared during this era. Entry-level customers continued to opt for basic models without
any of the upgraded F parts trimmings. Ford eventually made the chrome front bumper standard
on the F Series trucks during this period. The F underwent major refinements for the fifth
generation of the F Series, which ran from through New features included extended cabs, split
grilles, more luxurious trim parts and a revamped suspension. Ford added disc brakes to the
front of the F and square headlights became standard in late Ford introduced the F, a new
model, in The F was basically an F with more robust parts in its spring package for the front and
back that allowed the vehicle to carry a heavier load. The F gradually superseded the F in the
lineup of Ford pickup trucks. Our site is an excellent resource for finding thousands of Ford F
parts currently in reproduction. The expert staff members are always willing to answer

questions, discuss vintage Fords and share their knowledge. Click to Close. Search Part
Number. Ford F Parts and Evolution. In , Ford introduced a new generation of F Series pickups.
The pickups were officially called Ford F and featured sleeker designs. This generation of the
classic F Series pickups had larger dimensions, stronger engines, and an improved chassis.
The new Ford F parts were upgrades and designed to boost durability and driving performance.
The F Series pickups also took on new names. The F3 became the F The F2 was renamed the F
and the F1 became the F The F retained the new name until Ford stopped production after the
model year. Working late into the night practically every night during the week and almost every
weekend with just you and the lights in the garage burning to keep you company; you wrench
the last of the F parts into place. Ford stopped making the venerable F completely after the
model year. We are proud to offer Ford truck parts that provide an exact fit for your particular
model of F-Series pickup produced between and We source our parts from reputable
manufacturers that use cutting-edge technology. When you order a rust replacement part from
us, you get a part made from durable heavy-gauge stamped steel that meets or exceeds the
thickness of the factory original. Raybuck carries a large selection of replacement panels to
help you restore your classic Ford pickup truck. Additional restoration panels in our inventory
range from cab corners and pickup beds to doors, hoods, wheel arches and more. We can
provide virtually everything you need for your restoration projects. We carry chrome front and
rear bumpers, inner fenders, suspension parts, bushings and more. Our interior Ford truck
parts include carpeting and vinyl flooring, upholstery kits , floor mats and weatherstripping. As
your one-stop-shop for truck restorations, we also provide protective coatings and adhesives ,
hardware and supplies and repair tools. We take the uncertainty out of shopping for auto body
restoration parts. We offer a convenient online shopping experience that makes it easy to find
everything on your list. The team at Raybuck Auto Body Parts focuses on providing the highest
level of customer service. Our experienced representatives offer superior product knowledge
and personalized attention. Due to shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to
arrive. Thanks for your patience. For many automotive enthusiasts, restoring a classic truck is a
passion. But finding the parts to get older pickups back in shape can be costly. At Raybuck
Auto Body Parts, we carry a wide variety of quality aftermarket parts that help you economically
restore and maintain your vehicles without having to invest in expensive NOS parts. You'll find
an array of Ford truck parts at excellent prices along with the best customer service in the
industry. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. See results below for Ford F Parts. Classic Industries is America's first
choice for Ford F parts and accessories. Product TT Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high
temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant
heat for hoses and wires. View Product Details. Quality stainless steel straps with the
dependable multi-lock system. The narrow width straps come with the multi-lock already
attached - just insert the end and pull to tighten. Made in USA. To finish off a clean and
well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is recommended to use the Hi-Heat
Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. Extra resins
and binders This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from
conductive and radiant heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce
misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products. The double-wall
construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This new
silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from
high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality
sleeving is made from braided Product K Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug
deflectors, instrument covers, Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring
can dry out, melt or crack over time. Wrapping headers maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit
the system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust Use your imagination and you
will find many uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in applications to protect painted
The Turbo Insulating Set is designed to protect and improve performance of the turbo. This
universal set will help reduce turbo lag. This ultra gloss polish uses extremely fine polishing
agents to eliminate swirl marks and hairline scratches while preparing a blemish free surface for
final finishing. Provides longer buffing time to create an exceptionally Rapidly remove light
scratches, swirls, key scratches, fingernail scratches, and other imperfections. Will eliminate
One-step color brightener and sealer, specially formulated for black and other dark color paints.
Quickly and effectively removes fine swirl marks and cobweb scratches, while leaving a darker,
more reflective finish. Product BBK BBK Varitune mufflers are the first of their kind in the
aftermarket fully adjustable performance Mufflers. They can be adjusted for sound and exhaust
flow by simply moving the adjustment screw in or out from underneath the Product ACP. The
compact SD7B10 is one of the most popular aftermarket compressors on the market. It features

a polished finish, a double V-groove clutch, Product ACN. It features a natural cast aluminum
finish, a double Product ACC. It features a chrome finish, a 6-rib clutch pulley, and It features a
natural aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a chrome finish, a double V-groove clutch, and
Product ACB. It features a black powder coat finish, a double V-groove It features a chrome
finish, a 8-rib clutch pulley, and It features a black powder coat finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a
polished aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch Product Product B They are manufactured from
high-grade Billet Specialties universal ball-milled polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for
big and small block engines. They feature a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting
tabs that attach to the base of the valve Billet Specialties large oval smooth billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Billet Specialties universal
smooth polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for big and small block engines. They feature
a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting tabs that attach to the base of the valve
cover This Billet Specialties 10" x 3" round ball milled polished billet aluminum air cleaner is
designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size
filter element and stainless steel Billet Specialties large oval ball-milled billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Close Notification. Toll Free
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